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COMMODORE, Bob Filipowski, opened the May 2016
meeting at 7:30 with a great crew of 38 on board and said
that, with two excellent presentations on deck, this meeting may well be known as the highpoint for 2016. Bob
welcomed Toni Levine from the NRMSS club as a guest
for the evening.
Since we were on a very tight schedule, there was no
Ships-on-Deck segment and door prizes/raffles were also
eliminated for the evening.
We received some stunning close up photos of the 41st
“The Rope - Tokyo” annual exhibition from our modeling
friends in Japan . See page 3.
Bob Filipowski has given us a preview of his June presentation with these pictures of the category winners at the
Manitowoc Model Boat Show and Contest. Here are the
Master’s Competition winners:
First Place - Smuggler by Bob Steinbrunn



June 2016

June Meeting Notice

Manitowoc Model Contest - Part 1
by Bob Filipowski

We’ll get a first hand account of what went on at the
40th Annual Model Boat Show and Contest held at the
Wisconsin Maritime Museum in Manitowoc, WI, May
20-22, 2016 as well as a review of all the prize winners
and comments on the overall model showing.
Great chance to catch up on what is being done in
our hobby at the highest level.
Our next meeting will be at 7:15 p.m.
Wednesday, June 15, 2016
The South Church
501 S. Emerson Street
Mount Prospect, IL

 Maxwell and Wheeler 

Second Place - IJN Myoko by Joe Simon

See “Scuttlebutt“, Page 4
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Bill Maxwell and Steve
Wheeler gave us very detailed descriptions of the
work they did in building
their current models, and it
was a real eye opener. At
first, the tasks they set
themselves seemed insurBill
Steve
mountable to our eyes. But,
as they explained their methods, it became clear that the
work was very doable when one broke down the task into
smaller, more manageable operations.
Bob Filipowski later made the comment in his email
review that the presentations were remarkable for the
many different ship modeling disciplines they covered,
including machining, soldering, blackening metal, lapstrake planking and creating a diorama.
As a special thanks to Bill
and Steve, Bob awarded
them both an official Midwest Model Shipwrights
commemorative pin.

See “M&W“, Page 2
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Bill Maxwell’s presentation covered how he built a 1:48
detailed model of a “Brodie Stove” to be fitted into his

model of the HMS Fly. The history of this item was remarkable in that the inventor, Mr. Brodie, became the exclusive supplier of ship’s stoves to the Royal Navy in the
era of 1776 based upon the feature of being a bolttogether construction. This allowed ease of assembly on
board and for a variety of sizes depending upon the size
of the vessel. The photos above show Bill’s model from
two sides and illustrate one unique feature - a fresh water
condenser (circled) to provide pure water for medicinal
purposes. The crew’s mess was prepared in the two kettles on one side (boiled beef) and the officer’s fair was
grilled or roasted on the other. Firebox doors can also be
seen (with real “working” hinges)!
Viewing the stove mounted
in the ship’s forecastle was
not easy, as Bill demonstrates using a pen light. It
was all the more remarkable
to think that such fine detail

was built into an item that was so hard to see. Nevertheless, all of Bill’s work on this model follows the same attention to detail. A truly remarkable effort, mate.

Steve Wheeler introduced us to two of his favorite models, one named Edith and the other Defiance. Both duplicate custom-built rowboats used in the 1911 - 1912 Colorado River Expedition at a scale of 1:12. This expedition
was also noted for the first to be recorded with a motion
picture camera, which Steve’s diorama also depicts.
A real draw for Steve was the fact that the boats were
built in his home town of Racine, WI.

Construction materials were alder wood and the hulls
were lapstrake planked. The planking method Steve described was a real mini-seminar in itself.
Careful use of
templates, made of
card stock, allowed
him to cut each individual plank for near
perfect fits.
The
templates were first
cut larger on top
and bottom relative
to
the
adjacent
plank
and
then
marked from inboard to achieve the
correct shape. After
the final template trimming, wood stock was marked and
cut. Some beveling was done on the bottom of the upper
plank and top of the lower plank to achieve a smooth and
even fit where they overlapped. Planks overlap in the
middle but taper smooth at the bow and stern. The results were spot on.
Details on the hatch covers were especially fascinating.
The brass hasps were
secured with wing nuts
that Steve was able to
adapt from a set of parts
he found at a model railroad web site (grandt
line.com).
Both our presenters
admitted that it sometimes took numerous tries
before the desired results
were achieved. What we
saw was the very best.
Our thanks to Bill and
Steve for a truly memorable evening.
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● Ships on Deck ●

Dave Botton sent us a great tip on finding the right tool.
Dave’s choice for miniature files that allow you to get into
the tightest spaces yet have stability and surface that
really get the job done.

● The Rope - Tokyo ●

Thanks to our correspondent at “The Rope - Tokyo” club,
Mr. Norio Uriu, we were sent some stunning photos of
their 41st model exhibition. All photos were taken by Mr.
Shimura, and we thank him for his fine efforts.
This first model of the “Model Shipways” paddleboat
Chaperon (1:48) was done by Mr. Jun Hida. What really
sets this effort apart are all the remarkably well detailed

This is the Micro Flat File, 0.5mm width (Dave says:
“Smallest ever”) that can be ordered by sending an email
to: hobbyelements.info@yahoo.com.
Thanks mate, for keeping is all in the loop.
Helmut Reiter’s 1:48 scratch-built model of the HMS
Pegasus is really taking shape. His choice to add authen-

crew and passenger figures populating the decks.
Next we see the 1:64 “Caldercraft” model of HMS Minerva
(1786) done by Mr. Tsuchiya Katsuji. Many fine deck

tic paint decoration really make this model a standout. It’s
a joy to see it all coming together, mate.
Bob Sykes’ model of the 1:75 San Felipe “Mantua” kit is
details and a really well done figurehead set this apart.
Mr. Akira Nagasaki built a very lovely 1:80 model of the
Nippon Maru (1984), which appears to be a sailing training ship. A very Imposing looking model indeed.

now complete and was admiringly viewed by all attendees
at the May meeting (Guest Tony Levine in background).
This model can surely compete with the best and is truly a
monumental work. Congratulations, mate, for a job really,
really well done.

See “Rope-Tokyo“, Page 4
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Third Place - New England Pink Stern Schooner
By Bob Filipowski

Concerning the regular competition, there were 23 gold
medals, 11 silver medals, and 8 bronze medals.
Special awards went to:

Best of Show, Best Paint Finish, Modeler’s Choice Ticonderoga by Alex Derry

Best Great Lakes Model,
Best Racing Class Sailboat
Vice, US One Design Racing Sloop Design
by Steve Wheeler

Best miniature - USS Arizona by Chuck Bauer
“Rope - Tokyo”, continued from Page 3

People’s choice - Lockpat II by George Rice

Best novice Chesapeake
Oyster Boat
Wreck
by
Steve
Rogers

The
1:64
“Model Shipways” kit of the
whaling
bark
Kate
Cory
(1856)
was
beautifully
done by Mr
Kuniyuki
Izumi,
who
was able to
replicate
the
tri-pot stove to
a tee.
Mr. Iwamoto
K a z u a k i
turned
his
hand to some
truly
expert
carving on the
figurehead for
his 1:48 model
of the royal
yacht
Royal
Caroline.

All-in-all,
our
friends at the
Rope - Tokyo
can be very
proud of the fine work they are doing and the remarkable
number of projects they have completed. Thank you all.
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